
ELECTROMAGNETIC + FREEZING

1 MACHINE WITH DOUBLE EFFECT
The new combination for muscle increase and fat reduction

Build muscle and reduce fat in 30 minutes, faster and more effective

®



The combination of cryo-lipolysis and high-focus electromagnetic technology 

can freeze fat cells at low temperature and reduce the thickness of the fat 

layer. At the same time, the high-energy electromagnetic energy acts on the 

core muscle group for a second time, stimulates the growth of muscle bers, 

consumes excess fat, and achieves sustainable muscular body shaping.

COMBINING TWO TECHNOLOGIES

ELECTROMAGNETIC
+

FREEZING



360° Surround Cooling Handpiece

Innovative “Preheat” Patent

Exclusive massage mode

Safety temperature sensor monitoring technology

Intelligent positioning scans the fat layer

One-button automatic cleaning handpiece is convenient and hygienic

Taking advantage of the fact that subcutaneous fat cells will 

automatically coagulate when the temperature is lower than 0 

degrees, the temperature of 0 ° C to -11 ° C is delivered to 

subcutaneous fat, so that fat cells undergo a series of cellular 

reactions to increase the production of intracellular free radicals 

and induce fat cells to dissolve Metabolized, naturally excreted 

from the body.

COOLING
360° FAT FREEZING

CHANGE CONTOURS WITH EASE
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High-energy focused electromagnetic waves stimulate muscles to 

perform high-intensity and high-frequency contractions, start 

myobril repair to achieve the effect of muscle growth, increase 

body muscle tissue and increase basal metabolism; high-energy 

focused electromagnetic elds are used for high-frequency and 

high-intensity muscle training. Fast consumption of fat, so that the 

fat volume is reduced, dissolved and metabolized out of the body.

A variety of operation modes, which can gradually strengthen the muscles to 

achieve the perfect exercise effect

More intensive muscle contractions with a 20% increase in energy

High magnetic energy, more effective on core muscles

Stimulate deep core muscles in 30 minutes for stronger contractions

MOVING
HIGHLY FOCUSED 
ELECTROMAGNETIC BUILD MUSCLE

Flat �applicator  Curve  applicator

It's for arms, abdomen, pelvic floor and buttock.



Why choose us ?

Various sizes of handpieces: 2 kinds of hand tools, 5 kinds of sizes are suitable for many parts of the body.

2 cooling handpieces, each with three different sized handpiece heads;

2 electromagnetic handpieces, at or curved optional; Multiple parts can be improved at one time, and one or more (freezing + electromagnetic) can 

be used in combination

Intelligent operation platform, two independent operating systems, four handpieces work at the same time, easy to learn

Advanced monitoring system, real-time monitoring of temperature and data changes

The freezer handpiece is equipped with one-button intelligent cleaning function, which is safe and hygienic

®

The rst in the industry: dual-energy working system

(refrigeration technology + high-focus electromagnetic 

technology)

Powerful energy :  dual  power supply congurat ion,

independent energy output is stable, no attenuation.



APPLICABLE PARTS

waist

abdomen

buttocks

back

limbs

Jaw

Therapeutic advantage

Patented technology, high strength, high focus.

After treatment, the effect of muscle increase 

continued to .19%

Multiple parts work at one time, saving time and 

convenience.

Non-invasive, safe and comfortable without

recovery period.

Double effect, fat-dissolving & muscle-building in

one step.



-30%
fat cells

Performance data

+25%
muscle

-5.9%
waist

-70%
rectus abdominis

separation
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